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1 - Under The Rose. (SonAmy)

Under The Rose
A Sonic short story. All Sonic characters created by Sonic Team. Song by HIM.

*I dream of the winter in my heart turning to spring*
Our well-known hero, Sonic the hedgehog stands on a cliff, watching the sun halfway swallowed by the
horizon, with a raging waterfall next to him.

*While the ice gives way under my feet*
He jumps off the cliff looking as if he was falling to his death, his feet meet the waterfall, in freezes in it’s
place, and he skates down it.

*And so I drown with the sun*
He makes his way down it as the sun goes down. As he meets the bottom, he dives into the water,
which is soon covered over with ice.

*I've been burning in water and drowning in flame*
The ice suddenly creaks open and our hero lands on one of the patches of ice, shaking his head once to
get the water off, as the grey clouds stains the background.

*To prove you wrong and scare you away*
He smirks and looks up, when a lightning bolt is seen, his quills turn black with a strip of red in it for a
second. As the bolt disappears so does the image and he’s blue again.

*I admit my defeat and want back home*
looks down surprised to see the ice crumbling under his feet...

*In your heart under the rose*
Then, look forwards to see land a far from his reach.

He starts running across it, when a huge piece creaks off, the one he’s standing on, and it starts to tip
down almost flipping over on his. With that, he ran off, jumping in mid-air with a blue light in back of him.
He did a flip onto another one, which creaked off as well. He turned into a ball and drilled through the
layer like it was nothing and landed with one hand on the soft grassy ground.

*I open my eyes with a sigh of relief*
He smiled as the sun, oddly, came back up in the same direction as it went down. He put his hands on
the back of his head to watch the sky.

*As the warmth of summer's sunlight dances around me*
He smiles as the clouds start to disappear, making the light blue sky visible.



*And I see you with dead leaves in your hands*
His emerald green eyes meet over to the pink hedgehog. A cold breeze washes by, turning the tree in
back of her totally brown and all the leaves flutter away in the wind.

*I've been burning in water and drowning in flame*
The young girl races over to the hero and wraps her arms around him.

*To prove you wrong and scare you away*
In her mind she is reminded of how she hugged the dark hedgehog, Shadow. She lets her hands drop
and backs away from him slowly.

*I admit my defeat and want back home*
She looks at him worriedly, almost seeing the dark one inside him. She shakes her head, mouthing the
word, “No.”

*In your heart under the rose*
As the storm comes back, the opposite direction it was going a few minutes ago, she sees the confused
look on the blue one’s face. As the thunder roars and the lightning flickers, she can see faint change in
fur color and the evil smirk. She backs away with each step as the flickering continues and the sight of
Sonic, then Shadow, then Sonic again on the hedgehog. She turns around and starts to run, struggling
to get away. She looks over he back to see the hedgehog was catching up to her, but only by walking.

*I've been burning in water and drowning in flame*
The clouds blocked the sun completely now as only a dark figure of a hedgehog was seen.

*To prove you wrong and scare you away*
As the lightning starts up again, she can only see Shadow now.

*I admit my defeat and want back home*
She trips and falls face-first, watching the figure grew closer to her as tears streamed down her face.

*In your heart under the rose*
She closed her eyes tight as a gloved hand was held out in front of her.

*I've been burning in water and drowning in flame*
She opened one eye that was still stained with her tears, seeing the hand that was reached out for her.

*To prove you wrong and scare you away*
It was still the face of Shadow, so she looked away, sobbing.

*I admit my defeat and want back home*
It started to rain as the hand was placed on hers.

*In your heart under the rose*
When she looked up, the only thing she could see was the familiar smile of Sonic.

*In your heart under the rose*



She smiled and put her arms around his neck..

*In your heart under the rose*
The hand tilted her chin up, brining it closer to his mouth as their smile faded do to lust.

*In your heart under the rose~~~*
His arms were around her waist and her hands fell to his chest.

*In your heart under the rose*
They leaned in and finally kissed as the lightning still flickered as the appearance of the two hedgehogs
continued in one...



2 - Sonic SA3 Theme (I'll Do the Rest)

~I'll Do the Rest~

I am the light into the darkness,
Cutting it close to my weakness.
The wind is my only lead,
And my pace is my only heat.
Trust and hope into my eyes,
Underestimate and I’ll realize.
Hold onto one end!

Failure is not an option,
Not when I lead the way.
Honesty is on the line,
Trapped in the sky of grey.
I’ll cure the blackest heart,
From the coldest depths.
Hold onto one hand,
And I will do the rest.

I will never surrender you dreams,
I’ll support them with all my might.
Someone will always will stand tall for you,
And be proud to fight for what is right.
Even when tears of joy run down you face,
I promise to be back in your arms.
Cherish my decisions,
And I’ll protect you from harm.

Failure is not an option,
Not when I lead the way.
Honesty is on the line,
Trapped in the sky of grey.
I’ll cure the blackest heart,
From the coldest depths.
Hold onto one hand,
And I will do the rest.

Treasure my existence,
With every smile please don’t forget.
This feeling inside will never subside,
As long as my love is within it.
I’ll save you when the world burns to ash,



Have faith I’ll give you strength.
I’ll run to you,
I’ll go to any length.

Failure is not an option,
Not when I lead the way.
Honesty is on the line,
Trapped in the sky of grey.
I’ll cure the blackest heart,
From the coldest depths.
Hold onto one hand,
And I will do the rest.
(Don’t worry, I’ll do the rest.)



3 - Sa3 Shadow's Theme (Light and Dark)

~Light and Dark~

A midnight heart that beats none,
travel with darkness of a silent hum,
Wait for my motion to understand my pain...
Crushing me tightly in his grasp,
Loosing my conscious with every gasp,
hold onto life as you fade away.
Nothing is the same!

The power inside swallows all my pride,
Sickness of crimson trips from my eyes.
My mind runs a blank from a useless fight,
My heart pounds quickly as I wait to die!
The savior you never want to see,
Tainted soul with black wings.
The warrior of dark,
And the soldier of light.

Pity is just a lie,
And death is just a crime.
I hold my hands to the burning sun,
As I curse the words of freedom.
Timeless motions of empty scars,
Stain the night with mocking stars.
Out of my reach,
The promise I keep.

The power inside swallows all my pride,
Sickness of crimson trips from my eyes.
My mind runs a blank from a useless fight,
My heart pounds quickly as I wait to die!
The savior you never want to see,
Tainted soul with black wings.
The warrior of dark,
And the soldier of light.

Can’t see through me.
Can’t fight against me.
Can’t control me.
Can’t love me!



I am The warrior of Dark!
And the soldier of Light!



4 - "Snitches and Talkers" FallOutBoy (Sonadow)

Yaoi Warning. To people who don’t know what that means, it means, Two GAY guys doing stuff
normally girls and guys would do. LOL. I don’t know how else to explain it! XD You have been warned.
So, if I break any fragile minds, tough cookies, Someone broke mine and I’m sure as hell not going on
Oprah and complaining about it. Without further ado! Let’s get this show on the road!

LightShade productions presents: “Snitches and Talkers”-FallOutBoy!

The setting starts with our blue hero standing in knee-high grass. His ears twitched once, looking over
and seeing his dark rival. The two hedgehogs glared for a long while, before charging at each other.

“Show me, show me, show me a starry-eyed kid”
One skating with full force, burning grass behind. The other running @$$ the friction below his soles
pulled the green blades out and up into the air.

“I, I, I will break his jaw”
The blue one, getting there quicker, clutched his hand into a fist and swung hard at the other’s cheek,
sending the black one up a few feet, landing in the green sea of vegetation.

“I won't, I won't, I won't let him get his hopes up”
A bunch of bright yellow spikes came from under the grass and straight for the blue speedster.

“No-oh-oh”
The spikes hit and dug into him, from his sapphire legs to his peach chest. They sunk it hard, throwing
him to him back.

“And I will save him from himself”
Blood seeped through his wounds as he tried to find the energy to bring his body back to his feet.

“Here's a picture with a note”
The dark one looks down at the hero with hate filled eyes before sending his foot at his gut.

“"No, don't turn out like me"“
His black, stripped leg was grabbed and pulled down to the hard ground, as the other pinned him to the
ground.



“It's only for your own good”
It was not long before the dark on swung his leg up and over, slamming the hero’s face into the ground.

“No-oh-oh”
The blue one slid his foot under the his opponent’s chest and kicked up, hurling him off.

“And haven't you heard”
He quickly gets up and begins running away with a struggling speed. A look of worriment engrave on his
face.

“The word on the street is”
The environment slowly fades into a shore side. The hero looses his balance and is plunged into the
sand.

"I lost it, called it quits"
He attempts to get up, only to fall face first into the brown crystals underneath.

“Get it into the sun,”
He looks around him, but there is no one there.

“Out from behind the gossip”
Looking up, he sees the blue sky above.

“Oh, oh, oh”
The Sun fades away, it turns night.

“This story's getting old”
Shadow appears in back of him, sending a painful kicked to the back of his head.

“A homewrecker with a heart of gold”
Sonic fell forward. Then, turned over, laying down.

“Keep you locked up in the trunk of my mind”
The dark one pinned him to the ground with a look of hate in his eyes.

“Keep, k-keep talking”
He formed his hands into fists.



“Keep this alive”
Sonic struggled to get out of his grasp.

“This story's getting old”
A fists jabbed at the peach cheeks over and over again.

“A homewrecker with a heart of gold”
The blue one slowly managed to get his arms free as he stopped one punch, then another, holding both
wrists in his grip.

“Keep you locked up in the trunk of my mind now-ow-ow”
The dark one looked down at the blooded face of his rival.

“Hey, hey”
Both glared with hate at each other as they inched closer.

“Hey, hey”
Both glares stabbed into the other, but started fading a bit.

“Hey, hey”
Faces were inches away from the other’s. The hate almost completely faded away.

“Even when there's”
The dark one stopped and jumped away from the hero, giving off a deep red burning on his cheeks.

“N-n-n-nothing worth living for”
The blue one’s glare returned as he got into a sitting position.

“It's still, it's still, still worth lying for”
Getting to his feet, his hands glowed a bluish color.

“N-no one has to know-ow-ow”
He wove his hand one in the black one’s direction a dozen blue blades of light stormed at him.

“And haven't you heard”
Shadow dodged them, one by one, but underestimated one of them. It thrashed at him, cutting the side
of his face.



“The word on the street is”
He placed a hand over the small blooded wound and smirked at him.

"I lost it, called it quits"
They charged at each other.

“Get it into the sun”
Both attempting to punch the other, but both blocked.

“Out from behind the gossip”
Both tried to kick, but the result was the same.

“Oh, oh, oh”
Fingers laced in between the others as a show of blue and yellow lights sparked from their hands.

“This story's getting old”
Both teeth gritted as their foreheads touched, trying to lose the other’s balance.

“A homewrecker with a heart of gold”
Each starting to lose energy, they weaken.

“Keep you locked up in the trunk of my mind”
Their eyes slowly begin to soften, but their eye contact still remains.

“Keep, k-keep talking”
They fell to the ground, the dark one on top, looking down at the blue one.

“Keep this alive”
Shadow placed his finger onto the other’s forehead and ran it down his face.

“This story's getting old (This story's getting old)”
As his trace got to the other’s lips, it stopped. Then, began outlining them.

“A homewrecker with a heart of gold”
Blue eyelids closed over emerald eyes as pink started to stain his cheeks.



“Keep you locked up in the trunk of my mind now-ow-ow”
He removed his touch and leaned his face closer to Sonic’s.

[Screams]
Their lips connect. Both kissing at the other’s desperately.

“This story's getting old”
Shadow pulled away, looking down into emerald eyes.

“A homewrecker with a heart of gold”
Sonic gazed back, giving off a small smile.

“Keep you locked up in the trunk of my mind”
The dark one’s lips explored the other’s neck.

“Keep, k-keep talking”
Then, down to his chest.

“Keep this alive”
Lips and tongue tracing his nipple.

“This story's getting old (This story's getting old)”
Following down to his stomach.

“A homewrecker with a heart of gold”
Sonic motioned his head upward, eagerly.

“Keep you locked up in the trunk of my mind now-ow-ow”
Shadow gave off a smirk, getting to his lower stomach.

“N-n-now-ow-ow “
Teased the area.

“N-n-now-ow-ow”
Kisses it.



“N-n-now-ow-ow”
Licked it.

“Stop!”
His head seen going lower as Sonic let out a loud moan.
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